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Do you want to be able to persuade, influence, or empathise with people in any situation? Do you

want to be able to click with people instantly? Do you want people to trust you? This new Teach

Yourself Workbook doesn't just tell you what emotional intelligence is. It accompanies you every

step of the way, with diagnostic tools, goal-setting charts, practical exercises, and many more

features ideal for people who want a more active style of learning. The book starts by helping you

identify the behaviours associated with emotional intelligence, and whether you are currently doing

them. It then helps you set specific goals to improve on; as you progress through the book, you will

be able to keep checking your progress against these goals. Specially created exercises, using the

tools of social, physiological and psychological EI activities, will help you to boost your emotional

intelligence so that you can reach your potential inÃ‚Â many situations.
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This is the sixth book Jill Dann has written for Hodder Education and the first that is co-authored

with my husband, Derek.Ã‚Â This isÃ‚Â our first self-help book which has been published with

space for you to write in your answers. It is hard to give an unknown reader everything that they

may need to embark on a development programme without further support but we hope we have

succeededÃ‚Â - we all are unique and have different levels of self-awareness and the ability to see

ourselves as others see us.We have written workbooks to accompany tailored in-house

programmes forÃ‚Â each of our clients: for example, John Lewis staff officers' conference, Marks



and Spencers training team, FirstDirect bank training managers, Victoria University Wellington NZ

MBA enrichment programmes, Halifax District Branch Managers, egg associates and team

leaderÃ‚Â induction, the CIPD Public EI course and the Leadership with EI for the CMIÃ‚Â plus

exercise sheets to augment many shorter events.Ã‚Â We want to develop a range of apps for

smartphones which can support your self-development week by week and month by month. Please

contactÃ‚Â  with requests if you or your organisation have specific requirements.Ã‚Â We really do

want you to improve your quality of life wherever you are and whatever your circumstances.

We wish we'd recognisedÃ‚Â whenÃ‚Â we were starting out that when someone in authority says

"we want you to challenge us", that is the last thing they want to experience you doing. Learning the

emotional intelligence capability to influence people for the common good is a worthy objective for

anyone trying to make changes happen and for them to stick.The best advice either of us

hasÃ‚Â ever been given is,Ã‚Â "Recognise that it is not what people do that is most fascinating but

why they do it. Through this insight you know what drives them and what opens them to influence."

Much more is learned by listening to people and really paying attention to every aspect of their

behaviour including the words they speak. The ability to listen to others is the most underrated skill

in business... alongside the ability to hear what they mean.It is probable that the person who says

the least knows the most. Everyone knows that we have two ears and one mouth but how many of

us have the self-discipline to use them in that ratio?

Well designed exercises. I would have liked a chapter on identifying emotions.

Great book it really does help :)

Very helpful and easy to use.

I have yet to find a workbook that appeals to adults...especially court mandated adults. This book

was OK, but not quite what I was hoping to find.
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